
Meeting with Alexandria City Mayor, Justin 
Wilson: On April 28 Council members Randy 
Nuckolls, Clint Stretch, Gerry Hebert, Gayle 
Reuter, Janine Howard, Devon Earle, Christian 
White and Louise Wilson met via Zoom to hear 
what the City’s major concerns are as the 
pandemic continues and how Fairlington United 
Methodist can be most effective in our on-going 
ministries and outreach in this environment. Mayor 
Wilson said that food and housing insecurities are 
the City’s overwhelming concerns. The City of 
Alexandria experienced a 300% increase in 
unemployed workers within the month of March 
and is bracing for more. The Mayor had high 
praise for the work of ALIVE! and also efforts to 
assist Alexandria residents with rental assistance. 
There is also concern re undocumented workers 
who are not eligible for any of the assistance 
programs recently launched. FUMC reiterated that 
we offer some support by offering the FUMC 
rental security deposit assistance program, 
supporting ALIVE! (which originated at FUMC), 
and also supporting immigrants, primarily through 
Just Neighbors.


Linn Foundation Grant Application:  On April 29, 
FUMC submitted a grant application to the Lavon 
and Ruby Linn Foundation, “To equip Fairlington 
United Methodist Church (FUMC) with the 
technologies and related support needed to 
increase community outreach and accessibility as 
described in our vision and reconciling 
statements.” Our hope is that funds from the 
foundation, if approved, will support a significant 
upgrade in overall AV equipment as well as 
improved access for those who use hearing 
assistance devices. 


Finance:  Due to the significant economic 
uncertainty created by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Church Council approved the recommendation of 
Finance to submit an application to our bank, 
Burke & Herbert, for a forgivable loan of 
approximately $100,000 pursuant to the federal 

Paycheck Protection Program. The loan is 
forgivable to the extent it is utilized for payroll and 
utilities during the 8 weeks after loan approval. 
FUMC received this loan on May 8.  Any loan 
amount not forgiven (converted to a grant) will 
accrue at an interest rate of 1% with a loan 
repayment period of two years, with no payment 
due until 2021 and no prepayment penalty. This 
loan will support FUMC to maintain operations as 
the impact of the pandemic continues.


As importantly, we encourage members of our 
congregation, to the extent you are able, to 
continue your generous gifts to FUMC.  Our 
expenses continue unabated or have increased as 
we deploy new technologies for worship and 
ministries, maintain our building, keep our office 
open and pay our wonderful staff.  The workload 
for our staff has demonstrably increased as 
FUMC has transitioned to virtual worshiping, 
taking care of each other and those in our 
community. Your sustained (or increased) giving 
makes it possible for FUMC to assist members of 
our congregation or community who have 
significant financial need during this difficult time.


Trustees: The Coronavirus pandemic has obliged 
the Trustees to balance stewardship of FUMC 
resources, critical needs at the church and the 
desire, where sensible, to address the issues of 
those whose livelihoods rely on our contracts. 
When the preschool closed for the year, FUMC 
was still contractually obligated for custodial 
services, even though routine maintenance has 
greatly reduced. Yosias Okubalidet, who provides 
FUMC custodial services under a contract with 
Jan-Pro, continues to make sure the building is 
operating and secured at the end of the day. He 
also sanitizes areas used by staff. He has worked 
diligently to address the backlog of cleaning 
needs, systematically deep cleaning throughout 
the building and identifying opportunities for 
improvements. He has volunteered to take on 
tasks outside of his normal scope of duties. We 
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are grateful for the difference he is making.  Other 
recent activities include:

• The thermostat settings throughout the

building have been lowered to reduce
operating costs;

• A secure external mailbox has been installed
by the green awning entrance to address
disruptions in mail delivery during the
pandemic and a reduced office staff
presence in the building;

• High-quality surveillance cameras have been
installed in the rear of the building to monitor
unwanted dumping near FUMC trash bins
and to increase safety while the building is
closed.

The building closure has accelerated projects 
originally scheduled for the summer:  

• The beautifications to the first floor of the

education wing have been enhanced through
a generous gift that funded repainting of
classrooms 109-111 and 114 to complement
the newly installed carpeting and painting
done in the first-floor corridor;

• New radiator pipe insulation and new tamper-
resistant electrical outlets and switches have
been installed for safety and appearance;

• Room 212 renovation, largely funded by the
Preschool, will include repainting and flooring
this summer or after the social-distancing
restrictions are lifted.

Other on-going maintenance issues have included 
unclogging utility sink drains and restarting the 
water heater; resolving issues with the fire alarm 
system communications—requiring two visits by 
Verizon technicians—and removing a dead tree 
on the playground.  Replacement of Exit signs in 
the older Admin Building, which was recom- 
mended during our last fire inspection, has been 
completed. A contract to replace the dangerously 
worn stair tread on the stairs at the green awning 
entrance has been paused due to a pandemic-
related manufacturing delay of the new treads. 
The stair treads should be installed in June.

Finally, using a cost-share grant from The Virginia 
Conservation Assistance Program, contractors 

installed a professionally designed conservation 
landscaping project on our Van Dorn Street site. 
The landscaping will address long-standing 
stormwater erosion and will enhance our broader 
habitat restoration in that area.


Staff Parish Relations Committee (SPRC): The 
FUMC Employee Handbook has been updated to 
make the parental leave guidelines clearer and to 
emphasize that every employee will receive a 
copy of the Employee Handbook, including a 
copy of the page where the employee 
acknowledges receipt of the handbook. Alyssa 
Glomb, formerly a member of SPRC, had 
accepted a Peace Corps assignment in Botswana 
and, for that reason, stepped down from SPRC. 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic all Peace Corps 
volunteers have been recalled. This allowed 
Council to reinstate Alyssa to SPRC.


FUMC Mission News:  On Monday, May 11, the 
Alive! Executive Board decided that as a 
budgetary matter it is necessary to suspend the 
Child Development Center program indefinitely 
until the coronavirus situation stabilizes and 
ALIVE! is able to make an informed and realistic 
decision about the conditions in which the 
program might be able to reopen. Other factors 
that have influenced this decision include 
changing demographics, increased competition 
from similar programs, and fewer government 
subsidy funds. A study group will explore what 
options might be available in 2021 and beyond.


United Methodist Women: Because Fairlington 
UMW are currently unable to meet in person we 
have pivoted to weekly Zoom meetings. We listen 
to a podcast prior to discussing it every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30-8:00pm. Members of 
the congregation are invited to join us in June, 
when we will listen to and discuss four episodes 
from the National Portrait Gallery’s podcast 
series Portraits. Contact Karlene Masters 
(karlenemasters@hotmail.com) to receive the 
Zoom meeting instructions.


UMC News: Due to COVID-19, United Methodist 
Annual Conference will now be Sept 18-19, 2020 
and General Conference has been delayed until 
2021.
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